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Moderator Stuart F. Wason: Bonjour Mesdames et Messieurs. Good morning. Welcome to PD-7. My name
is Stuart Wason. I’m a Senior Director in the Actuarial Division at OSFI. The session is traditionally and
excitingly entitled An OSFI Update and I don’t think we’re going to win an Oscar or an Emmy for that title,
do you think? We’ve got to change it. We’ve got to upgrade it. Okay, anyway. I’m joined on the podium today
by Michael Bean, Director with the Capital Division at OSFI, so the two of us are going to be bringing you up
to date on a couple of things.

Just to let you know and it’s perhaps no surprise because I attended a planning meeting within OSFI just a
couple of days ago and the senior directors were all briefed on the status of projects within OSFI and what we’re
all working on, what time commitments we’ve got ahead of us. And by far the biggest work streams within OSFI
are IFRS, the internal model approach or advanced approach, just depending on which word you like to use and
then the standard approach to capital requirements. These are really the big three projects underway for the next
several years for us in working with you, the industry, trying to bring in the necessary changes. So, in some respects
for me yesterday was more about IFRS and the items that Michael and I have to update you on today are related
more primarily to the capital side.

Just a little bit of an update for you every year, of course we update the AA memorandum and we’ve done that
again this year. I think it’s up now on the website. There’s nothing of excitement in there that I can tell. On the
life side, there are some dates that had to change in there, but we just did steady as you go for this year. No need
for big change in our view at this time on the life side. The P&C side, I presume in another forum David Oakden
will be giving an update on what’s happening on the P&C AA memorandum.

But with that very short background, I’m going to turn it over to Michael to talk about the advanced or is it
the internal model approach? We just waited enough time there. OSFI security.

Speaker Michael Bean: Hi. Good morning everyone. As Stuart mentioned, what I’m going to focus on this
morning is the internal models approach to capital that is being developed using the MCCSR Advisory Committee.
Last week there was a document that is called The Guidance for the MCCSR Advisory Committee that was
discussed at last week’s MACmeeting. The purpose of today’s update is to just give the broader membership some
highlights of what’s in the document. It’s not comprehensive by any means. If you haven’t seen this document I
think there are key people within your companies that probably have and you can obtain it from them.



So very briefly I’m going to talk, I’ll give you some background about what the MCCSR Advisory Committee
is for those of you who may not be aware, then highlight some of the key points in the guidance, specifically the
basic solvency framework. How the standard, the new standard and internal models approaches are to interact. Talk

about some of the likely timeframes for implementation of an internal models approach. And also just wrap up
with a statement of intent. That was the one section of our guidance where it asks companies to give OSFI an
indication of their interest in the internal models approach.

So the MCCSR Advisory Committee, which is known as the MAC for those who are on it, was established
to develop proposals for a new solvency assessment framework for Canadian life insurance companies based on
internal models. In the spring of this year the MCCSR Advisory Committee asked OSFI to provide guidance on
a number of key items in order to continue making progress. And just this month, in fact just about two weeks
ago, OSFI did circulate some draft guidance covering the items that were discussed in the spring, as well as a few
additional policy-related items.

So the guidance provides information on the ten specific areas that were discussed in the spring. I’m not going
to go through all ten. They are in the document. The interaction between the new internal models approach and
the new standard approach and some basic policy governing the transition. The new solvency framework will have
two pieces. There’s going to be a standard approach that Stuart referred to and an internal models-based approach.

The standard approach is required, or the new standard approach is required because of changes flowing from
IFRS and Stuart’s going to provide some further information on that in his presentation. But just briefly, we talked
about IFRS Phase 1 and Phase 2 and as a result of those two implementation dates, there are some changes that
will have to be made to the MCCSR. Initially, coinciding with Phase 1, there’ll be some minor changes to MCCSR
to account for the changes in classification of some insurance contracts. What had been referred to in this seminar
as investment contracts. Then when the full implementation of IFRS comes into play with so-called Phase 2 that
will require additional changes to the standard approach.

The internal models approach is not something that’s actually driven by IFRS. It’s something that the larger
companies have been asking about and OSFI has responded by forming the MCCSR Advisory Committee. The
intention is for the internal models-based approach to be in place in a timely fashion; however, the timeline for
that is not actually driven by changes flowing from IFRS.

In the new solvency framework, the standard approach, and when I say the standard approach here throughout
we’re talking about the new standard approach, we’re not talking about the current MCCSR. The new standard
approach is to be used by all companies to determine the company’s regulatory minimum capital requirement and
it’ll be used by companies without approval to use the internal models approach to determine their supervisory
and company targets.

The internal models approach, on the other hand, will be used by companies with approval to use internal
models to determine supervisory and company targets. So the key point is that all companies will be using the
standard approach for their minimum. Some companies will elect to use the internal approach for their target, their
supervisory and their company targets, of course subject to approval.

Capital requirements under both approaches will be determined using a total asset requirement method,
subject to limitations with respect to the amount of liability offset in the determination of capital amounts and
the flexibility of companies to actually set supervisory targets. This is a bit of a clarification from some of the
earlier documents that had been developed, in particular the vision paper. There was some discussion of this in the
vision paper, but in the guidance we’ve made this more explicit. I’m not going to go into the details of how the
liability offsets and the floors on the supervisory target are to be applied. The details are actually provided in the
guidance, but it’s important to keep in mind that we haven’t actually determined specific numbers yet. It’s just a
framework. So that’s work that remains to be done.

And the other key thing to keep in mind with the basic solvency framework, even though we are going to be
using a total asset approach for both the new standard and the new internal models-based approaches, capital and
capital ratios will continue to be used in the supervisory process to assess a company’s solvency and make decisions
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on the appropriate level of intervention. Once again, in some of the earlier communications that may not have
been emphasized as much, but in the current guidance that is made clearer.

Now I’d like to talk a little bit about some of the timeframes for implementation of internal models. It’s

important to keep in mind with any of these timeframes that this is just indications as of this particular moment.
The only key dates really that we have of course are the changes that need to be made to MCCSR to accommodate
the implementation of Phase 1 IFRS and then ultimately the remainder of the standard approach when Phase 2
is implemented. Some of those timelines may be accelerated depending on circumstances, but those are the only
two dates that really are firm at this point.

With respect to the internal models approach, OSFI’s expectation is that it will be 2014 or later before any
company receives approval to use an internal model to determine the regulatory capital requirement for any risk.
Now of course that doesn’t mean that companies won’t start to develop internal models before that date. In fact,
one would expect that they would have to, given the number of years of parallel runs that will be required for
approval. However, 2014 appears to be at this time point the likely date and in fact, it could be later, depending
on how quickly internal models is developed, the internal models framework.

The precise date when OSFI will begin to approve the use of internal models will of course depend on the
availability and completeness of comparative data from across the industry. The robustness of the models themselves
and a number of other factors that are outlined in the guidance document.

Given the scope of this particular project and the need for OSFI to set its priorities accordingly and allocate
its scarce resources over the next few years, OSFI has requested that each company represented on the MAC
indicate by mid-October, so that’s probably in about two weeks or so, three weeks, whether it intends to use the
findings of the MAC to develop internal models for regulatory capital requirements and ultimately apply to OSFI
to use such models to determine their regulatory capital requirement when OSFI indicates that such applications
will be considered, or if it’s monitoring the proceedings of the MAC but does not intend to develop or implement
internal models for regulatory capital at this time. As I indicated, having this information will enable OSFI to better
plan, given the number of projects that we do have on our plate at this time. And I’ll just pause for a moment.

The MAC items document was circulated at the most recent MAC meeting, which was last Wednesday I
believe. We requested at that meeting that members of the MAC and of course others in the industry can provide
comments on the draft by October 82 to myself and also to Bernard Dupont. JimWitol is the CLHI rep onMAC
and so those of you who are not directly represented on the MAC you could contact Jim to see a copy of the
guidance and feel free to provide us your comments on that as well. Our expectation is that after this initial
comment period we would finalize the guidance document and then post it on OSFI’s website as a benchmark of
where we stand with this particular project at this time.

So that wraps up the discussion of the guidance for the MCCSR Advisory Committee. I’m going to turn it
over to Stuart now to talk about the standard approach after his comments we’ll then open it up for further
questions and I’d be more than happy to go into some of the details on the MAC guidance document if people
would like and alternatively people can just get a copy and examine the document themselves and then provide
comments to myself and Bernard. Thanks.

(Applause)

Moderator Wason: Well good morning once again. And as Michael was describing, we have a number of
initiatives underway on the capital front and one of them is with respect to developing a new standard approach.
One could say a little bit about the internal or the advanced approach that we’re hopeful and expecting that a
number of companies will step forward and indicate their intent to pursue the internal model approach. And
OSFI looks forward to working with the industry on the approval process and all the development on that side,
as Michael was describing. But there’s one thing certain that the MCCSR has been our benchmark approach used
by all companies to the present time and we will always need a standard approach, standardized approach to be in
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place that fits the needs of Canada. So we are embarked on a process of modifying the MCCSR with a direction
of Phase 2, what should things look like with Phase 2 accounting. And, so the regulators, AMF Assuris and OSFI
together have been working on what a new standard approach framework would look like with that goal of Phase

2 in mind, which if you got your dates straight it’s out there, 2013, something like that we have to be ready. It could
be a tich sooner, could be a tich later, who knows, but there’s sort of a round date to be ready for.

So progress that we have made to date. We’ve been, I should state that this working group has been meeting
on a weekly basis now for quite a number of months. And progress to date, we have developed an overall framework
paper. We’ve been working through the CLHIA to get feedback from the industry. So if you’re not familiar with
what’s been going on in this particular regard, I encourage your reps, the CLHIA to plug in I guess is the solvency
committee of the CLHIA Jim. We have reacted to feedback provided to us by the CLHIA on a first draft of the
framework document and we expect to re-release it in somewhat final form in October, just very shortly from now.

In addition, we have developed a market risk discussion paper and we’re hoping for release on that in October.
It’s actually been ready for a little while. Now at this stage, we’ve been waiting for various approvals within the
regulators about the overall framework document. We’re in the very early stages at this point of developing our
thoughts around credit risk and inviting some outside knowledge and expertise in that regard to help us formulate
practice in that area. Or not practice, but help develop a new standard approach in that regard.We have been trying
to abide by common principles that would be applied to both the standard and the advanced approach, so many
of us are very much active participants within MAC and try and stay in touch with what’s going on on the advanced
internal model side so that we’re not deviating from the same principles. And thus far we’ve been working hard in
trying to identify what are the key issues in developing a new standardized approach.

I should say one of the tricky elements and I’m just about to flip to it in the next slide. One of the tricky
elements is trying to nail down exactly how and when the various chunks will be implemented. And, so I’d ask you
as we begin to talk about next steps and a timetable that you kind of bear this in mind that it’s shifting sands here,
but I think Michael hit the nail on the head, the absolute must do is we must be ready for Phase 2. And then there’s
some tinkering yet to be fully determined with respect to IFRS for Phase 1 at January 1st, 2011. And you can tell
from some of the discussions yesterday about the segregation or separation of contracts into investment contracts
and insurance contracts that there may be some tinkering that’s needed in the MCCSR at that time when that is
introduced January 1st, 2011. So we’re trying to keep all those thoughts juggling in our minds at the same time.

But let’s, next steps for 2009, kind of what lies ahead. Having released in 2008 a framework document on the
standard approach and also a discussion paper about market risk, we’re hoping for a similar discussion paper on
credit risk to be released early in 2009.We’ll be looking for a quantitative impact study from those companies that
are able to assist and participate on certainly market risk, perhaps credit risk as well in the April timeframe after
you’ve finished year-end. And then I guess the plan by the regulators at that point is to try and issue what the form
of the market credit risks components would actually look like and what factors might be used in it in about June
of 2009. And I have no reluctance in stating that probably similar to Europe, we’ll have to kick at this can a couple
of times. There might be a few QIS’s in order to try and get it right. Calibration is going to be a wonderful task
in here, trying to go from what you think should work to something that actually does work.

So next steps, rolling ahead to 2010, we’d be looking for parallel runs, perhaps in early 2010 for market and
credit risk. That presumes that we would have finalized the factors by that time in the standard approach for those
components. And then we’d begin thinking about insurance risk and operational risk and papers, quantitative
impact studies in 2010. And then 2011 it’s really the crystal ball is getting hazy at this point as to how the different
pieces fall into place, but certainly we need to be ready around 2013 for the actual implementation of a new
standard approach.

One thing that I’m sure many of you will readily identify with, but I just want to make it crystal clear. We’re
trying to follow a building block approach here on the standard approach. Let’s bite off something, a given topic,
let’s try and address it, put it to the side, think about the next building block, address it, put it to the side and we’re
just building up the blocks that we need to build our house in 2013 roughly. And that’s the approach that we’re
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trying to follow because we’re all resource constrained, OSFI, the industry. So we’re just trying to do it in a logical
way rather than have one big bang where we try and address everything all at once. So I hope that makes sense to
you as well.

Background— why do we need a new standard approach framework? It should be obvious after the last little
while, but the primary impetus for changing the MCCSR is we’re changing the accounting, the balance sheets
fundamentally with IFRS. As well, another factor, which is a secondary one but perhaps almost equally as important
is that there is modernization which has been going on over the last several years about how we should look at
solvency type issues. How we look at the tail of loss distributions and some of the advanced approach techniques
and thinking we need to trickle down into the standard approach where that’s appropriate. So there are a variety
of reasons for change.

And as Michael said, just worthy of repeating again, that the standard approach is something that all insurers
will continue to need to calculate out into the future. Even if you have received at some future date an approval
for an internal model approach, OSFI will be asking for a standard approach calculation from you. Of course
public disclosure will only relate to the capital requirement basis for which you’ve got approval. So if you’ve got
internal model approval, the disclosure will be for those results only. But OSFI needs to receive the standard
approach calculation as well so we can keep track of the relationship between the standard approach results and
the advanced approach results.

Our work has been, we’ve been trying to maintain consistency with the overall vision document published a
few years ago by the MCCSR Advisory Committee. We’re trying to follow similar approaches as in the advanced
approach, the total asset requirement, the risk horizon, confidence level. We’ve been trying to, as much as possible,
maintain consistency with those concepts.

It’s interesting, Michael you were making reference to the fact that TAR, total asset requirement still is
embodying the concepts of continued use of strong liability calculation, strong not as in the word conservative,
but strong governed by professional practice, etc. liability calculation, as well as a set of capital requirements on
top of that and I’d just echo that. It’s interesting, you have be careful of your audience sometimes when you’re
describing the total asset requirement approach as to what they take away as the message that we’re looking for in
that regard. So really no change in the way we would go about supervising companies at all, but it’s just we now
believe with advanced modeling techniques, advances in risk management that actuaries and insurers indeed have
a better concept now, a better ability than 10 or 20 years ago to look at the totality of their risks.

The one thing within the standard approach, I talked about us working on towards a building block approach,
market risk and credit risk, etc. and, so an immediate question is okay, how about diversification and concentration?
That’s a key element. We know certainly in the advanced approach it’s something that we’re going to discuss later.
We believe that we would rather try and get the fundamental building blocks correct first, get them calibrated
appropriately and then let’s talk about diversification between the major risk categories again, on the building
block concept.

Target asset requirement, what is it? We’re following it within the standard approach as well. Once again,
target required capital is going to be equal in concept to total asset requirement less the IFRS gap liability in a
Phase 2 world. Calibration is going to be a complex exercise as we work through each of these modules in the
standard approach. Firstly we’ll be starting off trying to think of a desired confidence level if you’re thinking about
market risk. You know one in 200 year event. Of course Mr. Greenspan said that the last couple of weeks have been
a one in a century event, right? So gosh, I hate to think of a one in 200 year event. However, there we go. Nobody’s
laughing, okay. And so initially on the calibration we will be trying to thinking of a theoretic confidence level that
we’re aiming for. We are going to have to in our calibration exercise think about current capital levels, what they
are today and are these new requirements substantially more or less and why than current capital levels. We’ll also
be wanting to compare wherever possible to the results produced by the advanced approach companies and make
sure the results make sense.
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I hope you’d agree that all these steps and kind of calibrating are necessary and it’s also an indication that this
isn’t kind of something that we just throw a quick calculation up on the board in month X and say well, we hope
we’ll be done after just a month or two of discussion. I think we may need a couple of quantitative impact studies

and a little bit of thought to make sure it makes sense. So, I think, I hope the message you’re receiving from me is
we want to do this right, we want to work with you and we’ll continue to have a strong and stable insurance
industry in Canada.

We are considering approaches used in other countries. Solvency 2 is certainly something that many of you are
reading about and we are using.We are in direct contact in some cases with the European regulators on a somewhat
frequent basis and, so we do understand what’s going on there directly and are trying to make use of good work that
they have done, but not necessarily always blindly choose the methods that they have used. One of those may be
the process of diversification and correlation that they have chosen in the standard approach in Europe.

Just a reminder about some of the key words that regulators tend to live by and we worry about setting target
levels of capital as well as minimum levels of capital. Target levels are important because below that level of capital
for us that means that the regulator has to begin talking to the company and requiring some corrective action.
Below some other level, which is called minimum level, then the regulator is going to have to take additional
action consistent with its various intervention tools. At this point in time it’s our view and this is similar to Europe
insolvency too, minimum capital levels are probably going to be some percentage of the target levels. So the
standard approach calculation, and we’re still working on this, I could, if you’re wondering about the fit in words
a little bit between Michael and myself, I think it’s also reflective of discussions within OSFI right now just that
when we say standard approach, the first calculation that comes up is it a minimum number? Is it a target number?
Whatever, but I believe that in the end we will need for the standard approach calculation both something we say
is a target level, just like there will be a target level for the advanced approach, and we’ll also need a minimum
version of that standard approach number as well.

So the minimum capital in Europe, they’re thinking of the same thing as we are, which is it would be a
percentage of the target. Question mark how much of a cut would it be. They’re talking about a very low percentage
in Europe, it’s kind of surprising to me. But anyway, maybe we can have a discussion on that afterwards.

Early days yet for the credit risk discussions. I’ll flip to market risk in a minute where we’ve done a little bit
more work. But the preliminary thoughts we’ve had thus far I think are similar to a session here at this microphone
yesterday in that the new approach that we’d be looking for for a credit risk is probably quite similar to the Basel
II Foundation method using PD, LGD, maturity factor and recognizing the term of the assets and then multiplied
by an exposure measure of the asset amount for bonds or whatever. So this would be quite similar to Basel II and
in some respects not dissimilar from the approach currently used in the MCCSR, except in the MCCSR we’ve
collapsed all those multiplications kind of into one factor. The direction we may be going here is to specify the
factors for PD and LGD but make it explicit so we know what our choices are and then we’d have to multiply of
course in the calculation by whatever the maturity of the term of the asset is.

Of course as we think about Phase 2, the liabilities will no longer contain the C1 provision. Just, that’s a fact.
So we’ll have to, that has to go into our thinking, so something disappears from the liabilities side and will need
to be provided for here in the capital requirement side. We have a need to gather default data and I know it exists.
We’ve got more and more coming up from the States every day. On public bonds, both private placements,
residential and commercial mortgages. And we’ve put out some calls in that regard. Down at the bottom I’ve got
a need to coordinate with the CIA on this and working with the working group from the CIA on that respect. To
date we have not done that, just for your information, but we look forward to doing that soon.

Just a little vignette here about commercial mortgages, just a little bit of a practical learning that some of us
were quite actively involved in what happened with the last downturn in real estate in commercial mortgages in
North America and that was in the late 80’s or early 90’s. There was quite a bit of default cost data that was actually
gathered at that time. It’s interesting to reflect on just that one risk category by itself and think of the fact that that
particular type of default cost goes in quite a cycle, fairly regular cycle if you can plot it over the decades, maybe



every 15 or 20 years. So in terms of a capital requirement against commercial mortgages it’s almost as if gee, you
can just look at that experience and say I just need to be able to survive one of those cycles and what would the
costs be. So we’re trying to look back at some of that experience to give us guidance. It may be that our current

factors in the MCCSR are not too far out of line in that regard but we’re just taking a fresh look at it. Any of you
who have some input or insight on that topic, we’d appreciate it. We’ll need to of course capture counter party risk
in the new approach. Consider pass-throughs where that’s appropriate. Maybe I’m thinking of PAR here. So that’s
just a bit of our thoughts thus far on credit risk. This is all work in progress.

Turning to market risk. Again, we’re considering a design for the standard approach calculation to be similar
to that used in the advanced approach, thinking of one year risk horizon 99% CTE allowance for a terminal
provision. And then we began to think of the different types of market risks and how that would actually work. And
trying to relate what we might do in the standard approach to the advanced approach and some of our thoughts
thus far are that for assets that are readily convertible to cash, perhaps the terminal provision, thinking of it in the
sense of the advanced approach, the terminal provision should be zero. For risks that can be hedged, maybe the
terminal provision should be the cost of that hedge. And then our intent is that we would develop deterministic
shocks for interest rate spread, equity real estate, currency risks, etc. Of course we’ll have to think about market
guarantees because they’re quite prevalent in the marketplace with Seg funds and pass-through features.

So turning to interest rates for perhaps a practical second here. For cash flows of less than 30 years we would
judge those and hope that those would be hedgeable risks and that we could establish a mismatch provision for
those types of risks based on a series of perhaps five deterministic shocks, you could pick a different number of
scenarios if you like, but we’re trying to keep it tractable within the concept of a standard approach. But beyond
30 years we know that that is non-diversifiable risk and that’s a challenge. And the question came up as to well how
hard should we actually worry about hitting that non-diversifiable risk. And I guess we’ve come up with this point
with the concept of applying a 1% shock to the cash flows beyond 30 years, otherwise we could be just too severe
in that particular requirement. But we’ll look for your input in that regard.

And just wrapping up on the last slide here. We haven’t touched insurance risk as yet, but our preliminary
thoughts are that we would begin thinking about shock and scenario approaches as we’ve talked about in the other
types of risks. We need to try and capture somehow, like the current mortality component does, catastrophe risk
as well as things like trend and level uncertainty.

Operational risk is, we needed to make an explicit component in the MCCSR. The new standard approach
for op risk currently is probably an implicit feature just in the way, in our expectations of how the MCCSR works,
but we’d like to make it explicit. And I’ve talked about risk mitigation I think already. Oh no, sorry. Risk mitigation,
of course unlike the advanced approach, we’re not going to be able to capture all types of risk mitigation, we’ll just
have to focus on some of the major techniques of risk mitigation, but we will want to give appropriate credit of
course for reinsurance, etc. But that’s work to come. And then finally, I did talk about diversification as an
upcoming exercise. But we want to get the fundamental building blocks looking right first and then we’ll think
about diversification across risks.

So that’s an update on the standard approach framework and some of the work that we’ve been doing. I hope
that that was helpful to you. And we have some considerable time for questions. So I invite your questions,
comments, discussion on some of the points that I raised. And if you could step forward to the microphone and
please introduce yourself and I look forward to your comments and questions.

Bob Howard: In the matter of the calibration, just wanted to clarify, we are looking at the old standard approach
versus the new standard approach. Will you be considering the old standard approach as the benchmark or from
the standpoint of calibration? Is it essentially water under the bridge?

Moderator Wason:Well the existing MCCSR, if you look at it from the perspective of in totality it has provided
a capital buffer for the entire insurance industry in Canada against risk and has it done that successfully over the
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last quite a few years? Yes. Are there any big imperfections in it? Well we could point to a couple perhaps in there
without wanting to get into a listing at all of them. And is it internationally competitive? That would be a good
point for discussion as well. But I think it’s from that perspective when I talk about calibration I think we begin

to pick and choose this factor over that factor. It was more referring to the overall totality of the MCCSR and the
job that it's done in the past, we want to make sure we respect that. So if we’re beginning to require a calculation
that’s substantially more or less then we’d better have our reasons and our rationale straight.

Speaker Bean: Bob just to add a few comments to what Stuart has said. When we’re moving from the existing
MCCSR to the new standard approach, one of the reasons that we’re doing this of course is because of the changes
that are coming with Phase 1 and Phase 2 of IFRS to the extent that there are margins or provisions in the liabilities
that are no longer going to be there. The new standard approach has to ensure that that’s taken into consideration.
The intent is that we preserve obviously as much of the existing system as we can. Having said that, this is also an
opportunity, as Stuart mentioned, to update MCCSR and we hope improve it. So the short answer is will there
be changes, will you see changes in your capital? And given the fact that there are changes happening with IFRS,
I think the answer would probably be yes. However, the intent is to ensure that, or to try to ensure that the overall
requirement, and that’s one of the reasons we’re talking about a total asset requirement, is more or less consistent
with what we have now, taking into consideration that it is an opportunity for us to revisit the entire package and
improve the provisions and improve the MCCSR from what we have.

Moderator Wason: Other comments and questions? A quiet group. We make it sound easy. Actually a big
challenge for us. Okay, well if there are no further comments and questions then we’re adjourned early. Additional
time for coffee and discussion amongst yourselves. Thank you very much.

(Applause)


